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T.Lengauer et al 2007

Metabolism at the cellular level

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B008045044X000882


Inferring metabolic fluxes is useful

sabosciences

Inferring metabolic fluxes is useful but complicated

https://sabosciences.com/pathwaymagazine/minireview/metabolicre_programming.php


T.Lengauer et al 2007

Framework of the problem

Simplifying assumptions

Inferring metabolic fluxes is useful but complicated

Evidence of improvement over alternative models

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B008045044X000882


Framework

Orth et al 2010

https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt.1614


Framework

Ambiguous inferences
Not phenotype-specific

It is not always easy to derive the 
metabolic objective function
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Framework Florence:
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E.T. 
Jaynes

1. How do we define H in the context of 
the fluxome space?, and

2. How do we incorporate gene 
expression data into H?

Framework: Using the principle of maximum entropy



Assumptions: MaxEnt

For example, in 
Michaelis-Menten:

We defined a constraint-based model, 
MaxEnt, as:

Rivas & Conejeros PLoS ONE 2018



MaxEnt compared to alternative methods



MaxEnt does not eliminate flux loops nor produced fluxes reaching their bounds



Some flux loops are thermodynamically feasible

In Escherichia coli, it is know that 
the glyoxylate shunt carries flux.

Ishii et al 2007 Science



Results: MaxEnt does not eliminate flux loops nor produced fluxes reaching their 
bounds



MaxEnt produces an structured distribution of fluxes (Almaas et al 2004 
Nature)

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature02289


It is unlikely that flux sampling results in fluxomes with high entropy. On the other 
hand, MaxEnt produces better fluxome estimates than alternative methods.



Phenotype-specific estimations



Constraint-based models conditioned on phenotype-
specific data

https://sydney-informatics-hub.github.io/

SPOT (Kim et al 2016)

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0157101&type=printable


Defining H and adding gene expression (g) into it.



We called our approach Pheflux

Gonzalez, Inostroza, Conejeros & Rivas 
iScience 2023



How does Pheflux compare to SPOT? 



How does Pheflux performance compares to alternative 
methods?

We used as 
benchmark C13 
labeling (~20 fluxes)



How does Pheflux performance compares to alternative 
methods?

We used as 
benchmark C13 
labeling (~20 fluxes)



Does the situation changes at genome-wide scale?

We simulated 1000 
fluxomes using uniform 
sampling from the 
fluxome space.



Does Pheflux recapitulates the Warburg effect?



How Pheflux inferences add new insights into cancer metabolism?



Results: Can Pheflux be run in a reasonable time?



Conclusions

Pheflux: 

1. outperforms alternative CBMs (SPOT and FBA at genome-wide scale),
2. it produces phenotype-specific predictions that matches the literature (Warburg 

effect), 
3. it may inform therapeutic targets (experimental validation needed), and
4. it can be run to model genome-scale models.

Room for improvement:
1. Pheflux does not prevent thermodynamically infeasible fluxes (M. Farias & N 

Améstica),
2. Using proteomic data, rather than gene expression data, should improved 

predictions.
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Work in progress: Epigenetics

Bárbara Guzmán
Universidad Tecnológica 

Metropolitana

https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.1673?proof=t


Work in progress:Epigenetics

Kuang et al Nat Struct Mol Biol 2014



Work in progress: Entropic sampling

Entropic sampling of growth 
rates (v4) among cells

Selection of the most entropic 
fluxome (v) given v1

Entropic sampling of 
fluxomes among cells
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